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Plato and Hesiod
It hardly needs repeating that Plato defined
philosophy partly by contrast with the work
of the poets. What is extraordinary is how
little systematic exploration there has been
of his relationship with specific poets other
than Homer. This neglect extends even to
Hesiod, though Hesiod is of central
importance for the didactic tradition quite
generally, and is a major source of imagery
at crucial moments of Platos thought. This
volume, which presents fifteen articles by
specialistson the area, will be the first ever
book-length study dedicated to the subject.
It covers a wide variety of thematic angles,
brings new and sometimes surprising light
to a large range of Platonic dialogues, and
represents a major contribution to the study
of the reception of archaic poetry inAthens.
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What is Aether in Aristotle and Plato (and Hesiod)? Ancient Greek This chapter shows that Platos view of Hesiod
is shaped not only by a critical tradition that pairs him with Homer, but also by sophistic appropriations of a more
Hellenic Antidote: Chaos and goodness: from Hesiod and Plato to Here we have three accounts: Aristotle, Plato
and Hesiod, on the etymology of aether. Despite being the non-philosopher, with typically Hesiod and Platos history of
philosophy - Oxford Scholarship Some look at Platos view of Hesiod in general, some at Hesiods presence in
particular dialogues. Together they bring new light, both to the philosophy of Plato and Hesiod - Google Books By
analysing the pattern of Hesiodic quotations across Platos works, this chapter concludes that Plato came to admire and
use Hesiod especially the Works Lies Unlike the Truth: Plato on Hesiod, Theogony 27 - jstor PLATO ON HESIOD,
THEOGONY 27. ELIZABETH BELFIORE. University of Minnesota. In Platos discussion of stories, mythoi, at the end
of Republic 2 (376-. Hesiods races and your own: Socrates Hesiodic project 1 - Oxford By analysing the pattern of
Hesiodic quotations across Platos works, this chapter concludes that Plato came to admire and use Hesiod especially the
Works G. W. Most, Platos Hesiod: An Acquired Taste? - PhilPapers It hardly needs repeating that Plato defined
philosophy partly by contrast This neglect extends even to Hesiod, though Hesiod is of central Hesiod in Plato: Second
fiddle to Homer? 1 - Oxford Scholarship List of contributors Abbreviations Introduction PART I: PLATO AND
HESIOD 1. Shepherd, farmer, poet, sophist: Hesiod on his own reception J. H. Haubold 2. : Plato and Hesiod
(9780199236343): G. R. Boys What does Nietzsche mean when he says: Christianity is Platonism for the masses? An
interesting essay, Chaos corrected: Hesiod in Platos Plato and Hesiod Hardcover - Amazon UK According to
Hesiod, Prometheus was the son of Iapetus by Clymene, and brother of Epimetheus, Atlas, and Menoetius. In the
Theogony Hesiod, Plato, and the Golden Age: Hesiodic motifs in the myth of Platos ambiguous relationship with
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Homer is well known, but his engagement with Hesiod, the second poet of ancient Greece, has been less systematically
plato and hesiod - JStor This chapter looks for a deeper affinity between Plato and Hesiod in this study of the myth of
the races of man in the Republic. The central idea is that Plato does Hesiod in classical Athens: Rhapsodes, orators,
and Platonic This chapter surveys the relationship between Homer and Hesiod in Platos work, focusing on the ways in
which different Platonic characters portray and invoke Hesiod and Platos history of philosophy George Boys-Stones
This chapter looks at Timaeus 41a, where the demiurge addresses the gods, and shows how Hesiodic reminiscences
enable Plato to combine the need for a Plato and Hesiod - PhilPapers It hardly needs repeating that Plato defined
philosophy partly by contrast with the work of the poets. What is extraordinary is how little systematic Plato and
Hesiod - Oxford Scholarship Online paradigm, a cosmogonist and an alternative to Homer. The volume presents
fifteen articles, with seven treating the general theme of Plato and Hesiod and eight. Hesiods Theogony and Platos
Timaeus - Oxford Scholarship This chapter places Platos use of Hesiod in broader contexts, from rhapsodic
performances to public speeches. It argues that Hesiodic poetry formed a 8 The seductions of Hesiod: Pandoras
presence in Platos Symposium G. R. Boys-Stones, J. H. Haubold, Plato and Hesiod. Oxford/New York: Oxford
University Press, 2010. Pp. ix, 362. ISBN 9780199236343. Bryn Mawr Classical Review 2011.02.18 This chapter asks
what the Theogony can teach us about the advent of evil in the Timaeus, and in so doing, uncovers a a remarkably deep
isomorphism none Some look at Platos view of Hesiod in general, some at Hesiods presence in particular dialogues.
Together they bring new light, both to the philosophy of Plato and Hesiod - Google Books Result A collection of
essays exploring the relationship between Plato and the poet Hesiod. The volume covers a wide variety of thematic
angles, brings new and Platos Hesiod: not Platos alone 1 - Oxford Scholarship 2 Hesiod and Platos history of
philosophy G. R. Boys-Stones INTRODUCTION As other contributors to this volume note, it is part of Hesiods interest
for Plato Oxford - Stones, G.R - Plato and Hesiod Plato Homer - Scribd Buy Plato and Hesiod by G. R.
Boys-Stones, J. H. Haubold (ISBN: 9780199236343) from Amazons Book Store. Free UK delivery on eligible orders.
Hesiod in the Timaeus: The Demiurge addresses the gods - Oxford : Plato and Hesiod (9780199236343): G. R.
Boys-Stones, J. H. Haubold: Books. Platos Hesiod: An acquired taste? : Plato and Hesiod - oi Suzanne Stern-Gillet
(2010). G.R. Boys-Stones and J.H. Haubold, Plato and Hesiod, Oxford University Press, 2010. International Journal of
the Platonic Tradition
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